Stickman No. 28 Puzzlebox
(Edelweiss)
Over the years, I have dedicated boxes to such popular
genera as sliding tile, interlocking Kumiki, padlock, and
threaded Hoffmann style puzzles. In similar manner, the
Edelweiss Puzzlebox has now become the Stickman
tribute to the popular genera of tray puzzle designs.
To accomplish proper justice for this project, I enlisted
the help of William Waite, who is the most profound
puzzle tray designer I know. It took a bit of tinkering to
create a tray puzzle that worked as the key to solving a
puzzlebox, but together we managed a design that is just
as unique and challenging as it is exceptional.
The puzzlebox is called the Edelweiss after a flower
native to the Swiss Alps. The tray puzzle, when solved,
resembles this flower and will unlock one of its secret
compartments. Because this flower often blooms while
snow is still on the ground, puzzle pieces can also be
solved to produce a snowflake, which will open another
of its secret compartments.
The 10 tray pieces of this puzzle look simple, but their
solution is “exceptionally challenging”. Because of this,
the puzzle also comes with a hint to solving the main
puzzle, if you can discover it.
The Stickman Edelweiss Puzzlebox is roughly 5” x 5” x
3”, and comes with its own 6-page fully-illustrated
instruction book. It is hallmarked with the Stickman
logo, and limited in edition to 100 completed copies.
Limited Edition Status: Limited to 100.
Production Dates: (Jan. 2015 – Aug. 2015)
Original Sale Price: $327.
Variations: Maple, with versions of leopardwood, walnut & bloodwood.
Size: 7” x 7” x 5”.
Number of Compartments: 2
Number of Steps: N/A (Dependant on tray puzzle solutions.
Difficulty Level: Difficult
Instruction Book: 6-pages, illustrated.
Special features: Reprogramable magnetic locks.
Goal: Open two secret chambers.

